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CHAPTER I

#jfr£jRn|. INTftowWTI^

i.I Introduction

The importance of low temperature studies of the

thermal expansion of solids, towards a better understanding

of the equation of state has been amply discussed in

literature. Whereas much accurate experimental informa¬

tion of the heat capacity has been obtained down to

temperatures T ~ 0/1OO, there is little corresponding

information of the thermal expansion and of the elastic

constants. Such information would give an invaluable

aid to the study of lattice dynamics and, in particular,

the anharmonic nature of the interatomic forces.

The equation of state, for simple solids, was first

given by Mie* and later, was given a much sounder theore-
2

tical basis by Gitineisen on the assumption of a Oebye

frequency spectrum. The most general form of GrOneisen's

equation is
£ = (1)
XV

where x is the isothermal compressibility, cy is the
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specific heat at constant volume and y is the QrtJneisen

parameter, which as he pointed out, is approximately con¬

stant for many simple solids at average temperatures.

The equation of state can be expressed in the same

form as equation (l) on the basis of the Oebye theory of
3

specific heats , where

Y B . £l£ll (2)Y dlnv

may be regarded as a measure of the degree of an^harmoni-
city of the lattice vibrations. Although the IJebye theory

is based on the assumption of harmonic forces in the cry¬

stal, which would give y = 0 and hence zero thermal expan-
4

sion , the GrOneisen law was generally taken as correct at

low temperatures, because then, only long wavelength acou¬

stical waves are excited and these are just the waves which

may be treated as in an elastic continuum having macroscopic

elastic constants.

5
The experiments of Bijl and Pullan on various solids

suggested that there is a breakdown in the rule at tempera¬

ture T ~ 0.3 0. Slater^ offers a quantitative explanation

of an increase in y on the basis of a variation of Poisson*s
7

ratio with volume, but final results of Bijl and Pullan

suggested a decrease in y at a temperature similar to above.

8
Barron , in an investigation of the variation of y,
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based on Born and von Karman lattice dynamics, showed

that for a cubic close packed lattice (e.g. copper and

aluminium), y might be expected to have two constant

values, a low temperature limit y0, defined by an equiva¬
lent temperature 0O, and a high temperature limit ya, such
that ya - y0 t 0,3, He also showed, that the maximum
variation of y between these two limits should occur at

temperature I - 0,3 9 agreeing qualitatively with the

results of Bijl and Pullan,

g
The results of Simmons and Balluffi and Rubin, Altman

10
and Johnston , using different experimental methods, indi¬

cated that if the variation of y suggested above does occur,

then it does so at a much lower temperature T ~ 9/10 and

is not of such large magnitude, (The results show a

better quantitative agreement with the theory of Barron as

far as magnitude of decrease of y is concerned.) Because

of the disagreement of these results, knowledge of the

precise variation of y is of prime importance.

Since starting this work, published results by Dheer
11 12

and Surange on lead, White on copper and by Abbis et al.
13

and Fraser et al. on copper and aluminium seem to substan¬

tiate the fact that any decrease in y occurs at the lower

temperature and in some cases, e.g. aluminium, there is a

tendency for y to increase. As yet, however, no indication
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has been found for y tend to the low temperature limit

y0# The most recent theoretical approach to this problem
14

by Norton treats the anharmonicity of the lattice waves

as resulting from the volume dependence of the elastic

constants, and his results for copper agree very well with

the experimental data obtained by the workers mentioned

in this paragraph.

Of equal interest in the investigations of thermal

expansion, is that in metals, the free conduction electrons

may also contribute to the thermal expansion as they do to

the heat capacity. To estimate this contribution, it is

necessary to add to the free energy of the system a further

term equal to the free energy of the electrons regarded as
15

a Fermi gas. As shown by Visvanathan , this gives as an

approximate expression

i 'ijr(cv)0* § (cv)eJ (3)
where at low temperatures, (cy)e the electronic contribu-
to the heat capacity is aT and (Cy)^ the lattice contribu-

3
tion is aT . These two become equal for metals at T <.

6/50 so that the effects of the conduction electrons should

become noticeable at around this point. Apart from an

12
anomalous effect noted by White on investigations with

iron below 4°K no other apparatus has achieved sufficient

sensitivity to study this effect.
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i.ii frtefrhptis

The oldest method used for measuring thermal expan¬

sions# was simply to make a direct measurement of the

change in separation of two marks at the ends of a long

bar of the specimen material. The need for detailed

information, however, discussed in section I.I, caused

experimenters to search for some means of obtaining an

effective magnification of minute length changes, in an

apparatus which would give efficient temperature control

over a wide range of temperatures. The experimental

methods most commonly used today, can be summarised under

the following headings:

(a) X-ray diffraction

(b) Optical interference

(c) Optical lever

(d) Capacitance dilatation.

The reference authors quoted in each case, are those

giving the most accurate results.

(a) X-ray diffraction

X-ray diffraction techniques have been greatly improved

over the past few years. A review by Ruhemann*^ in 1937

indicated that till that time, an accuracy of 1 part in
* 9

104 had not been achieved, whereas Simmons and Balluffi
7

in 1957 quote an accuracy of 1 part in 10 • The main
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advantages of this method seem to be (i) that the measure¬

ments are absolute, i.e. it gives a direct measure of the

lattice expansion and (2) only the specimen is at the low

temperatures, so that appreciable errors do not arise due

to thermal gradients in the apparatus. No X-ray method

to date, however, has been capable of detecting the extremely

small dilatations that occur at T < 0/30. Simmons and

Bailuffi were unable to detect any change in the lattice

constants of copper below 25°K and state in fact, that

below 40°K their experimental errors are relatively large

(> 5$).
17

It has been suggested , that differences might be

expected in data obtained from X-ray measurements and from

those measurements utilising massive polycrystalline speci¬

mens. This has in fact been shown to be true at high
1 ft

temperatures (T \ melting point) , but the excellent

agreement of the results referred to above with those of

Rubin, Altman and Johnston^-0 indicate that this anomaly

does not arise at low temperatures if sufficiently pure

specimens are used,

(b) Qs&LbaI interference
19

The method, which was first used by Fizeau , involves

the measurement of the displacement of an interference

fringe pattern derived from two glass plates whose
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separation is controiied by the specimen length. Originally,

the separation was obtained from the difference in height

of the specimen and a reference material, but in general,

measurements are made absolute by placing the specimen

directly between the plates, usually in the form of three

rods of equal length*0*
Rubin @t al. using this method claim to detect a length

*7
change of 1,5 x 10 cms. In a mor^,e recent attempt, Fraser

13
and Hallet obtain a Fabry-Perot type of interference

pattern and although no information is given as regards

accuracy, this method appears inferior to that previously

noted,

K'ew techniques in cryostat construction, make this

method applicable to the lowest temperatures. The only

obvious disadvantages appear to be the restriction placed

on the sensitivity by the use of extremely short specimens

and the localised heating effects of the powerful light

beams required.

It is of interest to note, that in the work of Rubin

et al,, it was found impossible to detect any difference

between single crystal copper and polycrystalline copper

that was oxygen free.
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(c) vjftUcai lev<?r

In this method, small relative length changes are

magnified by the deflection of a beam of light either by

prisms or by mirrors, the apparatus being calibrated to

give dilatations as a function of the angle of deflection

of the light beam. The majority of experiments carried

out using this principle have made use of some reference
21 22

material ' , but the method has been made absolute by
23

Huzan et al, by comparing the length changes of a speci¬

men relative to a control specimen of the same material.

The authors quote as an ultimate sensitivity, the detection

of a length change of about 30 X of a 5 cm, specimen.

The main inaccuracies in the results, using this

method, would appear to arise from the fact that tempera¬

ture equilibrium state measurements are not taken (i.e. a

dynamic method is used) giving rise to thermal gradients

in the system,

24
The optical lever principle has been used by Jones

in an infra-red detector. Using a photoelectric amplifier,

the system is capable of detecting a length change of about
-12

10 cms. The suspension system is not directly applicable

to low temperature thermal expansion work, but even taking

into account a loss in sensitivity due to suitable modifica¬

tion, the detection system would seem to offer a great
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improvement over methods previously used.

(d) fapflcUancs diiataUbn

In order to construct an apparatus which would eliminate

the need for long light paths in the eryostat and as a

result make temperature control much more efficient, Bijl
5

and Pullan utilised the principle that the capacity of a

parallel plate condenser is strongly dependent on the separa¬

tion of the plates. A capacitor was constructed such that

the separation of the plates is controlled by the length of

the specimen ana the entire unit or dilatometer was cooled

through the required range of temperature.

This method has been adopted by Dheer and Surange^ and
12

by White . The first two mentioned, calibrated the changes

in length (i.e. capacity) against the change of frequency

of an oscillator having the dilatometer as the capacitive

element of the L.C. tank circuit, whilst the other (viz.

White) makes an accurate bridge measurement determination

of the actual change in capacity of the condenser.

This method, unlike the others, cannot be made absolute,

but very accurate calibration can be applied, and the sen¬

sitivity achieved is very much better than by any of the

other methods. For instance, White claims to detect a

length change of 1 A in a specimen of length ~ S cms. and

hopes to improve this by a factor of 10.
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I.in ofrlept 9f thssls

Because of the uncertainty noted in section I.I

regarding the temperature dependence of the GrCfneisen *Y*

(at the time of starting this work, the results of White,

Abbiss et al. and Fraser et al., had not been published),
it was decided to try to develop an apparatus (a) of suffi¬

cient sensitivity and accuracy to check previous experimen¬

tal data and (b) to work in a temperature range where it

would be possible to study the effect of the conduction

electrons in metals.

From considerations of the methods previously adopted,

and the facilities available, it was decided that the most

suitable approach would be a refinement of the capacitance

dilatometer method of Bijl and Puilan. This type of

measurement can be made very sensitive to small relative

length changes or dilatations (bt/t of a specimen), although,

as will be shown later, (section IV,III) great sensitivity

in detection of a change need not necessarily imply great

accuracy in the final results.

It is the object of this thesis to show the develop¬

ment of the apparatus to its present state, starting from

a few basic requirements, indicating the principles involved

at each stage and showing how most of the initial defects

were eliminated.



CHAPTER II

This chapter is devoted to the cryogenic section of

the apparatus, including the capacitance ailatometer. A

rough indication of the basic requirements of the apparatus

as a whole is followed by a detailed description of the

component parts, which are considered under the following

headings:

(1) Dilatometer

(2) Cryostat and Pumping system

(3) Temperature measurement and control,

u.i rtewUemgnts

(a) The system as a whole must be sufficiently sensi-
-7

tive to detect and measure a dilatation of <* 0,5 x io ,

in order to compare favourably with other workers,

(b) as the method is not absolute, the calibration

should be accurate enough to support the above sensitivity,

(c) The cryostat should be constructed such that any

desired temperature in the range considered can be main¬

tained within prescribed limits.



b

Fig» No, 1*
Production of the Capacity Change,
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(d) Any spurious effects inherent in the apparatus

should be small ana completely reproducible so that they

can be eliminated by dummy experiments.

(e) As it is necessary to replace the specimen fairly

frequently, it would be very advantageous to carry out this

procedure without seriously interfering with the remainder

of the apparatus.

(f) The apparatus as a whole, in particular the cryo-

stet, should be mechanically robust and not subject to

microphonics (due to pumps etc.).

u.u rrtncipis the Atethpti

ii.n.i jrs<rtvcUvn 9i thq QapacUy Change

Fig. I (a and b) illustrates two methods for the con¬

version of length changes to capacity changes. Neglecting

practical difficulties of both methods, the advantage of

the second of these is the substantial effective magnifica¬

tion of a dilatation, i.e. a dilatation bl/l of the specimen

gives a relative gap change of the condenser bl/x which is

a magnification of Vx. It was preferred, however, to have

a more flexible system whereby less restriction is placed

on the shape of the specimen. This is done by using two

constrained metallic plates as the condenser, one being

fixed, and the other controlled by keeping it in contact
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with the specimen. To overcome the difficulty of a low

mechanical resistance moving system, which would retain

its properties at low temperatures, it was decided to use

a flexed membrane M (Fig.l.d) as the moving plate, Althouh,

as far as is know, thi6 method has not been used at low

temperatures for dilatation work, the principle of utilising

changes in the shape of a diaphragm or membrane to give

capecitive changes has been extensively used for electrical
2* 26

pressure measurements * • In addition, as will be

shown later (section II,III,3), this system allows for a

simple interchange of specimens.

The system is not absolute, due to areal changes in

the plates and length changes in the supports as the tempera¬
ture is altered. This , however, is not really a serious

disadvantage, as it is possible to calibrate the system

against these changes,

II.II.2 Measurement of the Capacity Change

As this apparatus is a development of the system used

by Bijl and Pullan, a brief summary of the causes of the

major inaccuracies in their results is given before indi¬

cating how it was intended to overcome them. These

workers placed the dilatometer condenser in the tank cir¬

cuit of an R.F, oscillator, and measured a change in
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length of a specimen as a change in frequency of the

oscillator. The three main defects were

(1) The final accuracy of the results was limited

by the long term stability of the R.F, oscillator.

(2) Because the inductance coil was immersed in the

different coolant liquids required to cover the temperature

range, (i.e. oxygen and hydrogen) the inductance value 'L'
was dependent on the liquid used and varied with bubbles

in the liquid.

(3) As shown in Fig.l.c, the live plate of the dila-

tometer condenser P* was the lower plate. The value of

stray capacity of the coaxial leads from this plate to the
Inductance coll was about 50% of the condenser capacity

and was found to vary with the temperature of the dilato-

meter.

In the present system, the dilatometer condenser is

used as the capacitive element of a parallel resonant L.C.

circuit. The inductance, which is positioned on the top

deck (Fig. 4) of the cryostat, and so always under the

same conditions of temperature and pressure, is loosely

coupled to the output of an R.F. oscillator. The relative

change in length between the specimen and the copper

supports can be calculated from the change in resonant

frequency of the tank circuit after calibration. The
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measurements can be made virtually absolute by comparing

the copper with diamond, which has a very much smaller

thermal expansion than copper. The accuracy of the results

is therefore determined by the sensitivity of the resonance

detection, and by the short term stability of the R.F. oscilla¬

tor, i.e. the oscillator need be stable only for a period

of time long enough to make the necessary measurements.

ii.ii.3 SsnsAUvjity required

It is probably worth while at this stage, to indicate

the sensitivity required of the resonance detection system.

The resonant frequency of the tank circuit is approximately

if the capacity of a parallel plate condenser is taken as

where E is the stray earth capacity.

dVo - - Vo {.*+ E)

assuming dE = 0

4nx

then dc s-c-Sf* » -c
A A

where dt « t x (dilatation)

dVo - i Vc Tc~+"eT X̂ x (dilatation). (4)
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Assuming a dilatation of 0.5 x lcf and anticipating

the values of x, I and V0 to be 0.2 mm., 2 cms and 5 x lo
c/s respectively,

dV0 '*• 10 * (c * E) c/s-
The stray capacity contribution E comes mainly from

the lead connecting the condenser to the inductance. The

dilatdjmeter was designed to reduce this contribution to

negligible proportions (< 1/50 c) by making the top plate

of the condenser P the live plate so that the lead to the

inductance could be as short as possible. Thus, to detect
«®"7

a dilatation of 0.5 x lo"* it must be possible to measure

the resonant frequency to within 10 c/s off resonance.

xi.HI The ifllafcflffift&flx

The principles effecting the design of the dilatometer

have been discussed in the preceding paragraphs and can be

roughly listed as

1) relatively compact and robust

2) top plate of condenser as the live plate

3) simple interchange of specimens

4) little restriction on shape of the specimens.

Opposite (Fig.2) is an exploded view, to scale, of

the actual unit. The whole, apart from the insulating
<2 N

quartz disk and the brass locking nut, was machined from
K \
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a single piece of high grade copper, to reduce the risk

of introducing strain effects which might otherwise occur

in the cooling process. The dilatometer itself may be

considered as being comprised of three parts, the case,

the barrel and the specimen holder.

II.III.1 The q?§e

The main purpose of the case is to support the rest

of the dilatometer when it is in position inside the cryo-

stat, and to act as a housing for the platinum resistance

thermometer. In order to solder the electrical connection

(at point X) between the diiatometer condenser and the

inductance (also to reduce weight) the case is cut away as

much as possible, leaving three lugs to connect the dilato¬

meter to a flange on the underside of the lower deck of

the cryostat (Photo - Fig,4). This provides a very firm

support for the dilatometer and allows for ease of dis¬

mantling, when necessary, to make minor modifications.

The case is connected to the barrel by three 6 B.A. screws

set equidistantly around the circumference of the lower

end. As can be seen from the drawing, it is possible to

remove the barrel while retaining the case in position,

but in practice it is simpler to disconnect them as a whole.

The drawing shows the copper former, on which the



(b)

Fig. No. 3.
Jilatometer Parts.
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resistance thermometer is wound, in position inside the

case, A rectangular portion of the case was cut away and

a strip of insulating material with two metal bus bars was

bolted across the space, (Photo - Fig.3a), After posi¬

tioning the former, the ends of the thermometer wire were

soldered to the bus bars. With this arrangement, there

is no need to disturb the thermometer, even when dismantling

the dilatometer.

II.in.2 The faxivl

As shown in the drawing, this part contains both plates

of the condenser. For this reason, it was essential that

it be machined to a very high degree of accuracy, and a

tolerance of better than .001 cm, was placed on all impor¬

tant dimensions. The barrel is constructed in such a way

as to make assembly quick and easy, whilst to fulfil the

original requirements the live plate of the condenser is

the top plate.

It is of great importance that the membrane be

mounted in as strain-free a manner as possible to minimise

any warp effects that might occur with temperature change.

Since, however, the membrane is the earthed plate of the

condenser, there is no need to isolate it from the barrel,

and it is clamped, uniformly, rigidly and at a constant

radius over the whole of its periphery, between a shoulder
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in the barrel and a knife edged annular distance ring.

Thewembrane is of 4 thou phosphor bronze sheet which was

annealed in a nitrogen atmosphere to eliminate strains

which might have arisen in machining.

Phosphor bronze seemed to be the most suitable choice

of material for the membrane, since experiments to date

(Bijl and Pullan) seem to indicate that it retains its

elastic properties even after repeated coolings to low

temperatures, A further advantage of using this material

is that the expansion coefficient of phosphor bronze is

almost exactly equal to that of copper, so that on cooling,

there should be no tendency for the plate to buckle or

stretch due to differential expansion. The best check on

the validity of the above statements is in the reproducibi¬

lity of the results. This is discussed in section IV.V,2.b

when giving experimental results.

When assembling the barrel, the membrane M and knife

edged distance 0iece D are placed in position, the top plate

of the condenser P with its suspension can then be assembled

as shown in Fig.2 and lowered as a unit into the barrel

to sit on the top knife edge of the distance piece J. A

second annular ring D* with a knife edge on the lower face

is then placed on top of this, and the whole is rigidly

clamped with a washer W and the brass locking nut N.
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Details of the top plate assembly are given in the

drawing and so only a few explanatory notes are necessary.

As required, the plate is insulated by supporting it from

the quartz disk Q, The central rod of the plate passes

through a clearing hole in the centre of the quartz disk

and the two pieces are kept in contact by the spring and

locking nut A. The plate is held inside the barrel by

the support S at a predetermined distance (~ 0.2 mm.) from

the membrane. This construction ensures that the condenser

gap (i.e. the distance between the membrane and the plate

P) is effected when cooled, only by the contraction of a

length of copper equal to the separation of the plates.

The retaining piece R is incorporated as a precaution

against movement of the plate and disk relative to the

support. Three small phosphor bronze springs B are used

to clamp the quartz disk in position, these are permanently

secured to the support at one end and have a steel pin

connected to the other for fitting to the retaining ring.

The photograph (Fig.3.b) shows the top plate assembly with

a brass jig, which is used to ensure that the quartz disk

and hence the condenser plate, are centrally situated with

respect to the barrel.

The three copper pieces which are in contact with the

quartz disk (i.e. P, S, R) are ground to leave only three
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small pips (~ 1 mm. square) as the points of contact in

order to minimise the effects of differential expansion.

Pips also proved to be extremely useful when minor length

changes were required, as it was possible to remove small

amounts from each pip and still retain a very high degree

of parallelism. This would have been much mere difficult

with a continuous surface. Another important feature,

are the holes drilled through the wall of the barrel and

the knife edged distance piece (photo - Fig.3.a). There

are two 3/8 in. diameter holes to ensure, when pumping,

that there is no pressure difference across the membrane

which might lead to a false curvature.

II.III.3 Th? Spmpiep Holder

The specimen holder is composed of three parts, the

distance piece E, the base plate F and the base 3, The

drawing also shows the position of a specimen Sp. The

difference in lengths of the specimen and distance piece

imparts some curvature to the membrane. This curvature

must be sufficient so that at no time during a run is the

specimen separated from the membrane, otherwise the capacity

of the condenser is not governed by the length of the

specimen. The springs B* which keep the specimen holder

in position are strong enough to counteract the downwards

pressure from the curved membrane applied to the base via
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the specimen.

A specimen is easily replaced by simply releasing the

three springs and removing the specimen holder. To mount

a new specimen, a brass plug (photo - Fig.3.a) is screwed

into the threaded boss of the base, and a short glass rod

is then pushed through the central hole of this plug and

into a blind hole in the base of the specimen. With the

rod still in position, the specimen holder is raised onto

the shoulder of the barrel and clamped by the springs. The

glass rod and brass ^iig are then withdrawn leaving the

specimen held in position by the slight downward pressure

of the curved membrane. The process of replacing a speci¬

men, therefore, does not disturb any other part of the

dilatometer. Equally important, is the fact that the

specimen shape is relatively unrestricted. The tolerance

on the length is i.02 mm., and the diameter is unimportant,

the only requirement being that the top end is rounded.

II.III.4 $l2e pons^eyqtfpnfr

The dilatometer could have been made more compact by

a reduction in length of the top plate of the condenser,

i.e. a shorter distance between the quartz disk Q and the

face of the plate. It was preferred to leave sufficient

space for modification should it prove necessary at a later

stage to load the membrane in some way to ensure contact
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Fig. No. 4.
Crycstat.

(Photograph taken with
outer can and lower
part of radiation
shieLd removed.)
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with the specimen. The massiveness of the dilatometer

may be regarded as a drawback as far as cooling time is

concerned (section II.IV,4,c) but this disadvantage Is

offset by the fact that a sudden small heat influx does

not alter the temperature appreciably, A rough calculation

shows that at ~ 150 K, 1 joule of heat would alter the inte¬

grated temperature of the dilatometer by only ,05°K. Since

the maximum value of the cold leak to the dilatometer from

the surroundings is approximately 3.3 watts, the chance

of there being a sudden influx of 1 joule is extremely

remote. The temperature of the dilatometer can therefore

be held constant for long periods of time without much

difficulty.

ii-iv crypstat Emaaina System

In order to obtain the degree of accuracy required,

it must be possible to bring the dilatometer to any inter¬

mediate temperature in the range contiofered and to hold

this temperature constant for a period long enough to make

the necessary measurements. As the apparatus is intended

to operate ultimately down to liquid helium temperatures,

it was decided that a metal cryostat would be easier to

construct and more wieldy in use than very large glass

dewars. The cryostat essentially consists of three

airtight containers surrounded by a large can (l) which
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is continuously pumped to give a thermal vacuum (~ lo"^ mm.

Hg). The three cans (Fig.4) contain (2) liquid oxygen or

nitrogen, (3) liquid hydrogen or helium, and (4) the dilato-

meter, all of which can be thermally linked by two mechanical

heat switches to bring the temperature of the dilatometer

to the required point.

Shown in the drawing, are three deck levels which,

for description purposes, will be designated ass A-A the

top plate, B~B the top deck and C-C the lower deck. The

relative spacing of these three decks is governed by con-

sideration of the conduction heat losses through the

pumping and filling tubes.

II.IV.l Heflt i-PWfr

$hen designing the cryostat, a compromise had to be

made between overall length of the cryostat, and conduction

heat losses to the cold sinks. For the purpose of calcula¬

tion, it was assumed that the vacuum inside the outer can

is good enough to reduce conduction and convection losses

due to gas in the cryostat to negligible proportions with

respect to radiation losses and conduction losses through

the tubes.

In estimating the heat losses to the nitrogen can, a

rate of loss of liquid nitrogen equal to 250 cr./hour was
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taken as a reasonable value. The major contribution to
s

this loss, i# from radiation from the outer can and only

a quarter of the total heat influx is through the pumping

tubes. There was therefore no need fo make the distance

between the top plate and the top deck excessively large,

leaving more space for the other two cans.

The hydrogen can is subject to a total heat influx

from three sources: 1, radiation heating from the nitrogen

can, 2, conduction from the top deck and 3, conduction from

the lower deck. The third of these arises from the elec¬

trical heating required to control the temperature of the

dilatometer. This contribution can become significant in

the extreme cases (i.e. when the dilatometer is at liquid

nitrogen temperatures with hydrogen in can 3 and when the

dilatometer is at hydrogen temperatures with helium in

can 3), but is neglected in the estimated values quoted.

These are a loss of liquid hydrogen at the rate of about

2 c.c./hour and of liquid helium at about 100 c.c./hour.

ii.iv.2 SgnstmUvP and vans

The outer can is made from lu gauge brass with an

outer diameter of 7 ins. and an overall length of 29 ins.

The top end is soldered to a heavy brass flange which is

slotted to accommodate a standard 8 in. diameter "O-type"

gaco seal and is bolted tightly against the top plate with
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eight symmetrically placed studs screwed into the top plate.

The total weight of can and flange (32 lbs) is such that it

was necessary to add counterweights over pulleys to help

lift the can into position without damaging the rest of the

cryostat.

The outer wall of the concentric liquid nitrogen can

is of 16 gauge brass with an outer diameter of 6 ins. and

the inner wail is of 13 gauge copper with an outer diameter

of 5 ins. The can is closed at the ends by two brass

flanges at a distance of 11 ins. giving a capacity of

approximately 1,25 litres. To reduce heat losses to the

dllatometer from the outer can, the inner wall is extended

below the level of the liquid nitrogen can to form a radia¬

tion shield which can be detached at point X to give access

to the dilatometer can.

The hydrogen container is made from 16 gauge copper

with an outer diameter of 4 ins. and an allover length of

8 ins. giving a capacity of 1,5 litres. The ends of the

can are made from 16 gauge sheet copper and are spun to

lessen the chance of pressure collapse.

The dilatometer can is also made from 16 gauge copper

with an outer diameter of 3,1/2 ins, and a length of 5 ins.

The bottom end is closed with a spinning, but as this can

has to be removed to allow access to the dilatometer, it



Fig. No. 5.
General view of Cryostat and Pumping System.
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was necessary to incorporate a vacuum seal on the top end,

A flange is soldered to this top end and is slotted to

accommodate a closed ring of 1/16 in. diameter indium wire

(the slot is 1/16 in. wide to a depth of 1/32 in.). The

flange is screwed tightly into position against the lower

deck with eight symmetrically placed 4 B.A. screws.

ii.iv.3 ygnstrucUcn gf the

The descriptions which follow show that each deck is

used both as a support for those parts of the cryostat

which hang below, and as a rigid anchoring point for

auxiliary parts of the apparatus such as heat switches etc,

(a) Top Flat?

The top plate has to withstand quite a high degree of

stress in supporting the rest of the cryostat and especially

when tightening the nuts which hold the outer can in posi¬

tion. Any tendency to deformation would ruin the vacuum

seal. It was, therefore, necessary to use heavy gauge

brass sheet in the construction and the final dimensions

of the plate are 12.1/2 x 9 x 3/8 ins. This plate is

supported at a height of 5 feet from the floor on a rigid

'Handy Angle' framework which allows easy access to the

crycstat (photo - Fig.5). An approximately scaled drawing

of the top plate is given in Fig.6.a., showing the relative

positions of the various tubes and electrical leads and
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also of the brass studs used to support the outer can,

All tubes passing down the cryostat are of thin

walled German silver to reduce conduction losses. The

list below corresponds to the numbered tubes in the drawing,

1, Outer can pumping line: the diffusion pump connec¬

tion is made through a bellows, to reduce microphonics,

into a i in, 1 Ideal1 brass elbow soldered straight onto

the top plate.

2, 9, Liquid nitrogen can, filling and exhaust tubes:

as it is unnecessary to pump the liquid nitrogen can, both

connections are open ended, standard centimetre tubing,

protruding 1.1/2 ins. above the plate. A funnel is used

when filling,

4. Liquid hydrogen (or helium) filling "tube: a 7/16
B.S.F. fitting is soldered to the top of an 8 mm. line to

accommodate a transfer tube used for filling. Approximately

9 ins. below the top plate, the tube diameter Is reduced

to 4 mm. to lessen the chance of oscillation in the can

when helium is used as coolant.

5. Hydrogen return line: a standard centimetre tube

is connected through a bellows to the hydrogen return line.

Provision is also made for pumping this can and details

are given when discussing the pumping system.

6. 7, Level indicator: two lengths of capillary



tubing are soldered into the hydrogen can, one to the top

of the can and the other to the bottom. These two are

then connected to a butyl phthalate "differential pressure"
level indicator.

8, Dilatometer pumping line: a T-junction is soldered

on top of a length of centimetre tubing from the dilatometer

can. The horizontal arm of the T is led to the pumping

system via a metal bellows and the vertical connection is

made to a "sow", which is used to connect the leads from

the resistance thermometer to the temperature measurement

system. This pumping tube is also used to allow a few

centimetres of helium exchange gas into the can.

The "sow" is fabricated by soldering six kovar seals

onto a small plate which, in turn, is soldered to the top

of a small can. In this way, the electrical leads are

kept separate while giving a compact vacuum-tight seal.

9, Vapour pressure thermometer lead: this is a length

of capillary tubing from a small reservoir on the lcwer

deck to a mercury manometer.

10, Vacuum Gauge: a penning gauge head was mounted

directly onto the top plate, but for reasons discussed in

section IV.IV, this was discarded in favour of a pirani

gauge. This is sufficiently sensitive as only an indica¬

tion of pressure and not an absolute value is required.
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11. Sow for heater leads: the leads from the heaters

on the dilatometer can and the hydrogen can 'used for

boiling off excess liquid) are led through a short length

of centimetre tubing to another six pin sow.

12, 13, 14. Electrical leads to L.C. tank circuit:

the construction of the leads is shown in Fig.7.a. A

simple coaxial line is made by stretching 36 gauge eureka

wire between two kovar seals soldered onto the ends of a

length of 3 mm, tubing. This tube is 'Woods metalled'

into position on the top plate stretching from 1 in. above

the top plate to 1.1/2 ins. above the top deck. The

connections to the electronics are made through 'Belling

Lee' coaxial sockets screwed onto a strip of 3/16 in. brass

and rigidly supported 2,1/2 ins. off the top plate. After

soldering the wire from the top seal to the socket at X,

the coaxial line is completed by screwing piece A into

position. This construction eliminates any direct pick¬

up between the three leads and reduces the ri6k of acciden¬

tal damage to the soldered connections.

16, 16. Heat switches: the construction of the heat

switches is discussed fully in section II.IV.4,

>b) Tbp iPeck

The top deck, situated 6 ins. below the top plate,

is 6.1/2 ins. in diameter and was machined from a piece
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of 3/8 in. brass plate. This plate is thermally anchored

to the liquid nitrogen container to act as a cold spot

for the pumping lines etc. As can be seen from the schema¬

tic drawing of the cryostat 'Fig,4.b), it was impracticable

to mount the deck and the can as a unit as this would have

interfered with the mounting of the hydrogen can. For

this reason, the top deck was machined with a flange on

the underside to which the nitrogen can could be bolted

after assembling the cryostat 'see Note at the end of

section (c)).

The layout of tubes through the top deck is shown

in Fig.6.b. The asymmetry was contrived to leave suffi¬

cient space for mounting both the inductance coil of the

L.C, tank circuit (at A) and the first heat switch (at H)

which connects the nitrogen can to the hydrogen cao. The

numbers on thd drawing correspond to the numbered tubes

on the top plate and for these, no more explanation is

necessary, except that the dashed numbers imply clearing

holes.

The only additional tube to pass through this deck

is the central coaxial line c.c. connecting the dilato-

meter condenser to the inductance. This line, which

terminates 3/4 in. above the top deck and passes down

through the hydrogen can is constructed as in Fig.7.b,
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k kovar seal is soldered onto the top end of the length

of centimetre tubing and a piece of 24 gauge eureka wire

pushed down through the seal and the tube. The bottom

end is threaded through the perspex plug and soldered, a

few inches from the end, to a small washer. The wire at

the top is then pulled up taut, bringing the plug into

position against the bottom end of the tube, and soldered

to the kovar seal. This construction is used in preference

to a second kovar seal because, being close to the dilato-

meter, this lower end is subject to slight variations of

temperature which might cause a kovar seal to change its

electrical properties,

(c) lower i&sk

The lower deck, which was machined from brass plate,

is 4 ins, in diameter and is U.2 in, thick. To fulfil

its primary purpose, this deck is flanged and drilled to

support the dilatometer case and the dilatometer can. The

hydrogen can is positioned between the top and lower decks

which are 17 ins. apart.

The hydrogen can is supported by the tubing which

passes through the top deck, but as only one of these

(tube No.8) is continued to the dilatometer can, it was

necessary to use a "spider" arrangement to support the

lower deck rigidly enough to anchor the second heat switch.
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Also mounted on this deck are (l) a glass to copper seal

(Fig.7.b) to make the electrical connection between the

central coaxial line and the live plate of the dilatometer

condenser and (2) a small cylindrical can which is the

reservoir for the vapour pressure thermometer.

Spider supports are commonly used in assembling metal

cryostats and liquefiers to align the component parts before

soldering permanently into position. Three lengths of

4 mm. German silver tubing were soldered at both ends to

short pieces of 6 B.A. screwed wire and symmetrically

connected to the lower deck. This unit was then raised

into position under the three limbed spider, which is

soldered onto the lower protruding end of the central co¬

axial line, and screwed firmly into place.

Mote: The nitrogen can was mounted after assembling

the rest of the cryostat. To simplify this operation, and

to allow for removal of the can, if necessary, the filling

and exhaust tubes (2, 3) were constructed in two parts.

The top portion is permanently soldered to the top plate

and protrudes approximately 3 ins. from the underside.

The lower part is permanently connected to the liquid

nitrogen can, but is hand soldered to a sleeve at the

upper end. When the can is raised and boited to the top

d&ck, the sleeve fits the upper portion of the tube and
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is soft soldered into position. If necessary to remove

this can, therefore, no heat, which might cause pressure

leaks in neighbouring soldered joints, need be applied to

the top plate.

II.IV.4 Heat switches

The cryostat requires two heat switches to connect

the cold sinks to the dilatometer. Mechanical switches

were thought to be more practicable than helium exchange

gas switches because of space limitations within the cryo¬

stat. In recent years, many workers have applied the

technique of using mechanical thermal switches instead of

helium exchange gas for cooling purposes in the design of
27

cryostats for specific heat measurements •

(a) fonstrvcUpn

The main factor influencing the design of the switch

itself was that one of the actuating rods from the top

plate has to pass through the narrow annular gap between

the nitrogen and hydrogen cans. As this gap is only 3/8
in. wide, it places a restriction on the lateral displace¬

ment of the rod. The simple lever arrangement, used for

both switches, fulfils this condition very well, since

a vertical displacement of 1/4 in. which is more than

enough to break thermal contact, gives rise to a lateral

displacement of approximately 1/32 in.



Fig. No, 8.
Construction of Heat Switches,
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As shown in the drawing (Fig.8), the two switches are

of slightly different construction, although in both cases

thermal contact is made through a copper cone and socket

fitting. The switching action is such that the actuating

rod is under tension when the switch is closing, i.e. when

the maximum force is required.

The first switch (Fig.8.d.), situated on the top

deck is used to make thermal contact between the radiation

shield and the hydrogen can. The actuating rod A, the

fulcrum B and the contact cone C, are all bolted to the

lever arm for ease of removal. To give a better thermal

contact between the deck and the switch, one end of a

copper braid is anchored to the deck, and the other is

soldered to a thin copperspade terminal which is tightly

jammed between the contact cone and the arm of the lever.

The socket is screw fitted onto a long 1/2 in, diameter

copper rod which passes through a clearing hole in the

top deck and is soldered onto the hydrogen can.

The second switch (Fig,8,c), situated on the lower

deck, gives thermal contact between the hydrogen and dila-

tometer cans. The arrangement is only slightly different

from above in that the fulcrum is at the end of the lever

arm at B* and the socket is screw connected to the middle

of the arm at S', A copper braid is again jammed against
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the socket to Improve thermal contact. The cone is screw

fitted onto a copper rod which is soldered into the bottom

of the hydrogen can. This copper rod is drilled out as

shown, to allow the coolant liquid to come as close as

possible to the point of contact of the switch.

The requirements for the controlling mechanism are

(l) that it must be vacuum tight and (2) that it must be

capable of exerting a reasonable tensile force. The

arrangement shown in Fig.8.a is used for both switches.

Since the vertical movement is small (not greater than 1/4

in.) it was felt that a flexible bellows system could be

used with little risk of metal fatigue and subsequent

leaks. The 4 mm. oerman silver actuating tube is connec¬

ted at the upper end to a brass rod (R) which is brought

from the vacuum system through the bellows to the screw

arrangement used for raising and lowering the rod. The

second requirement is fulfilled by using a very fine

thread (40 t.p.i.) on the brass rod.

(b) intact

The sockets of the heat switches are faced with a

thin layer of indium metal to give a large area of contact
27

between socket and cone, Manchester achieved a Tb%

reduction in cooling times by using a copper-indium contact

as opposed to a copper-copper contact. The problem of
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obtaining this thin layer, however, proved slightly

troublesome.

The first attempt was made by simply melting indium

metal into the socket, and closing the switch. Although

the metal is very soft at room temperatures, it was not

possible to make a deep enough impression, leaving a very

thick layer of indium. A slight improvement was obtained

by using the tool, which was made for machining the socket,

to remove excess indium. This process, however, seemed

to have the effect of work hardening the indium and left

a smooth hard surface onto which it was impossible to get

a good impression of the cone.

Fig.S.b illustrates the method finally adopted to

get both a good impression of the cone, and a reasonably

thin layer of indium (~ 1 mm.). Indium metal is melted

into the socket and machined as before to leave a thin

layer on the surface of contact. Cone and socket are

then mounted in the jig, with the cone firmly anchored by

the three screws S* and the socket free to move vertically.

On applying heat to the jig, the indium melts allowing the

cone to sink into position inside the socket and pushing

out excess indium. Cone and socket can then be held in

this position by tightening screw S" and the heat switch

firmly assembled. The operation is completed by removal
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of the jig.

The efficiency of the switches was further improved

by coating all contact interfaces (spade terminals etc.)
with a thin layer of indium (~ 0.5 mm.),

(c) Efficiency ^rformance

Shown in Fig.9.A are four cooling curves, obtained

under different conditions of operation of the heat

switches. Curve 1 was obtained in the manner originally

intended for the first cooling stage from room temperature

to approximately 120°K. This was done by filling the

nitrogen can and closing both switches. The conduction

path, however, proved too long (~ 22 ins.) and the resul¬

tant cooling time was of the order of 30 hours. In order

to decrease this cooling time, it was decided to allow a

small amount of liquid nitrogen (~ 150 c.c.) into the

hydrogen can and use only the lower switch for the primary

cooling. 2 is the cooling curve obtained in this way,

showing that a decrease of about 50& is achieved in cooling

time. As a comparison, curve 3 gives the conduction

and radiation losses to the dilatometer working under the

same conditions as 2 with the switch open.

The fourth curve shows the cooling rate which can be

achieved by closing the diffusion pump and allowing some

helium exchange gas into the outer can. Although this
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gives the fastest cooling rate, it is not profitable from

the point of view of loss of liquid nitrogen due to convec¬

tion heating from the outer can. The graphs show, however,

that the mechanical heat switch gives a comparable cooling

rate to what must be the most effective helium gas switch.

The curves of Fig.9.B giving heat flow versus temperature

difference, between the ends of the switches, show that

although the heat flow is quite large, the mass of the

dilatometer and can (~ 245G gms.) is such that the cooling

time is necessarily long. Curves a and b correspond to

curves 1 and 2 of the other graph.

The results shown in the two graphs are based on rough

readings taken during actual experiments with the whole

apparatus and are given only as an indication of the effi¬

ciency. Time did not permit close inspection to find

the effect of increasing the force on the levers.

ii.iv.5 Eumaina System

A schematic diagram of the pumping system is given

in Fig.10. The double lines indicate metal tubing (for
the most part 1/2 in. diameter copper) and the single

lines indicate glass tubing. The dotted dividing lines

show that the system breaks down into three parts.

The outer can (l) is continuously pwmped to maintain
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a vacuum of about 10"" mm. Hg, with an Edwards 'Speedivac*

oil diffusion pump (Model 203) backed by an Edwards rotary

pump (Model 1 SC 50 B). The diffusion pump is surmounted

by a baffle valve V and a liquid air trap L, which is

connected to the can via a short length (~ 12 ins.) of 1 in.

diameter copper tubing. The length of glass tubing J,A

was incorporated so that it might be possible to allow a

few mm. of helium gas into the outer can, should this prove

necessary or convenient at any time. Four Saunders 1/2 in.

valves are used in this part of the pumping system.

One Edwards rotary pump (Model 2 SC 20 A) is used for

the rest of the pumping system, but each part can be

pumped separately. Two connections are made to the tube

from the dilatometer can (3), one straight to the pump and

the other to a glass bulb 3, which is open ended at Oi.

When operating the apparatus, a few centimetres of helium

gas (the pressure is indicated on a small manometer fixed

to Bi) is let into the bulb at Oi and this can then be

used as exchange gas in the dilatometer or the outer can.

The outlet tube from the hydrogen can has one connection

to the pump, one to the hydrogen return line leading to

the storage vessels and a third through a quick release

valve Q to the open air. A 30-0-30 Budenberg gauge <3

is mounted near the can.
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The pumping system associated with the vapour

pressure thermometer consists of two mercury manometers

Mi, Mg, a glass bulb Ba of capacity three litres, and a

charcoal trap C. The purpose of these is given in section

II.VI.6 when discussing the calibration of the platinum

resistance thermometer.

II.iv.6 Temperature Heesvrement and cpptioi

A platinum resistance thermometer is used for the

temperature measurement as, with suitable calibration, it

can be used over the whole range and also has the advantage

of being extremely sensitive to small temperature drifts.

The thermometer is wound from 47 s.w.g. •Thermopure* wire

which was annealed before winding by electrical heating.

The wire was wound on cigarette paper shellaced to a

copper former. The ends were tied with cotton and a

second coat of shellac applied to hold the turns in place.

The former was then slid into position inside the dilato-

meter case (Fig.2) and the ends of the wire soldered to

the bus bars.

(a) Measurement

A potentiometer method is used for measuring the

resistance. As lack of space made it necessary to place

the temperature measurement system a fair distance from
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Temperature Measurement System0
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the cryostat, the potentiometer has the advantage over a

Wheatstones bridge, in that there is no problem with the

long leads required.

The instrument is a direct reading potentiometer (H.

Tinsley and Co.Ltd. - Type 4o25) which is used in the

circuit shown in Fig.11. The current through the thermo¬

meter, drawn from a 2 volt accumulator, is controlled by

the rheostat R and the coarse and fine controls, C, F. A

micro-ammeter, uA, is included to give a rough indication

of the current draw. When taking a resistance reading,

the current is altered until the voltage across the 100

ohm standard resistance is exactly 20 milli-volts. The

voltage across the thermometer is then equal to twice the

resistance. This method gives a direct reading of resis¬

tance and makes temperature control much easier.

The galvanometer amplifier arrangement described by
28

Macttenald is used as detector of balance. This arrange¬

ment using two simple robust galvanometers <3t, Js and a

split photo-cell P, couples a high degree of sensitivity

with a very high input impedance and a stability against

vibration, making it much more suitable than a single

sensitive galvanometer. The switch SW, in position a,

isolates the secondary galvanometer Jo to get a rough

indication of voltages before bringing the primary
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galvanometer and photo-cell (housed in a separate box)

into the circuit,

(b) SdPSbUvltV

The accuracy required of the temperature measurement

is governed by the sensitivity of the dilatation measure¬

ments, in that a change of temperature corresponding to the

minimum detectable dilatation must be readily observed. In
-7

this case, assuming a dilatation of 0,5 x iq and differen-
-5

tiai expansion coefficient of 10 , the corresponding
o

temperature change is ,006 K.

The thermometer has an ice point resistance of 87,633

ohms and a resistance/temperature gradient of approximately

0,36 ohms/degree. Thus a temperature change of ,Oo6 degrees

is equivalent to a resistance change of approximately ,002

ohms, implying that the resistance must be measured to

three places of decimals. The arrangement can be made
-5

sensitive enough to detect a resistance change of 5 x 10

ohms, but in practice it was not found possible to hold
-3

the temperature steady to better than 10 of a degree

over a long period of time (~ 2 hours). The additional

sensitivity, however, proves extremely useful when con¬

trolling the temperdure, as it is possible to detect and

compensate for very small regular temperature drifts.
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(c) cgUtoUpp.

As the dilatometer is never in direct contact with

the coolant liquids, the vapour pressure thermometer had to

be incorporated on the lower deck to calibrate the platinum

thermometer. The vapour pressure thermometer, moreover,

has the advantage that many more calibration points can

be obtained than if only the boiling points of the coolant

liquids are used.

Calibration points were taken when the dilatcmeter

was being pre-cooled for an experimental run. The reser¬

voir and measuring system (Fig.10) are pumped for about

24 hours before using to expel water vapour etc. The gas

to be used for the calibration is then allowed into the

system at Oa and the bulb Bg is filled to a pressure slightly

above atmospheric with tap Ti closed. The dilatometer

is cooled to a temperature lower than the boiling point

of the gas and the temperature is held steady with the

electrical heater. Some of the gas is condensed into

the reservoir by opening tap Ti for a reasonable time

(~ 30 mins.). Another hour is required to reach an equi¬

librium state and the vapour pressure is read from manometer

Mi using a cathetometer. Further calibration points,

using the same gas, are obtained by simply cooling the

system as it stands to another equilibrium state.



Vapour pressure tables are used for the final stage

of the calibration. This method gives extremely accurate

calibration points because of the very high temperature

dependence of the vapour pressure. The ice-point, taken

as 273.15°K was found by surrounding the dilatometar can

with pure ice which was continuously stirred till the

resistance became constant,

(d) IsmpffEgtuye Control

The dilatometer can is at all times subject to a

cooling effect due to radiation from the nitrogen can and

conduction from the hydrogen can. To attain temperature

equilibrium of the dilatometer, this cold leak is balanced

with an electrical heater wound on the outside of the dila¬

tometer can. This heater consists of 100 turns of 30 s.w.g.

constantan wire, shellaced into place and giving a resistance

of approximately 150 ohms. The heater input is fed from

the mains through a 30 volt transformer and is controlled

by a variable transformer and a fine control variable resis¬

tance in series with the heater.

To attain any desired temperature, the dilatometer is

cooled by closing the lower heat switch. When a temperature

a few degrees above that required is indicated, the heat

switch is opened and the heater is switched on to balance

out the cold leak. Because of the relative remoteness
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of the heater with respect to the dilatometer, a period

of about 1/2 an hour is required to attain a constant

reading on the potentiometer. To speed up the attainment

of equilibrium, the dilatometer can is filled with helium

exchange gas to a pressure of a few centimetres of mercury.

The dilatometer is cooled further, as before, and another

equilibrium stage attained with a lower heating current.

As the heater voltage is subject to fluctuations of

mains voltage, an improvement in control stability could

probably be achieved by using a stabilised D.C. heater

supply.



Fig. No, 12.
Block diagram of Electronics.



CHAPTER III

APPARATVS 11 (ELECHWTO)

At each temperature equilibrium stage of the dilato-

meter, the electronic measurements consist of (a) a detec¬

tion of resonance in the L.C. tank circuit and (b) a count

of the resonant frequency. The two electronic systems

are almost completely independent, having as a common unit

the R.F. oscillator. The present set up, shown in the
the

block diagram of Fig.12 is a development ofAoriginal

system described in this chapter. Chapter IV deals with

the modifications which proved necessary as the apparatus

was improved.

HI.i peraUpq frewncy

To determine the optimum values of working frequency

and frequency range of the R.F. oscillator, the available

frequency measuring equipment had to be cons&fered. This

was a 'Cintel* automatic frequency monitor (1 Mc/s). Thus

the maximum permitted resonant frequency change dv.

(equation 4) in the tank circuitjover the temperature
range consideredfis 1 Mc/s.
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The second condition governing the operating frequency

is that of maximum possible sensitivity. Assuming a gap

length x of the dilatometer condenser, with a specimen of

length I and coefficient of expansion a, the relative

resonant frequency change caused by a temperature change

T is given by

P - <*>
o

Substituting relevant values for a and ~ with T taken

as 25u°K gives

The sensitivity considerations of section (II.11,3)
show that for any temperature interval considered, greater

sensitivity is achieved the greater is dvo« As the
maximum possible value of dv^ is 1 Mc/s, the operating
frequency must be of the order of 5 Mc/s.

HI.ii frequency

The frequency count is obtained by mixing the signal

from the R.F. oscillator with that from a standard 5 Mc/s

source and counting the resultant difference frequency on

the Cintel. 3ate control pulses in the counter are

produced from an external 130 k c/s reference source and

it was intended to use this 130 k c/s reference as a signal
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from which to derive the 5 Mc/s standard.

in.ii.l fi.F, sanatcr

The H.F. oscillator was designed to operate in the

range 5-6 Mc/s. The circuit shown in Fig.13 employs three

EF91's. The first two, comprising the oscillator (which
29

is a push-pull development of the Clapp oscillator ) are

a matched pair as regards (gm - eg) and the third is a

buffer stage acting as an A.Q.C. amplifier. Initially,

the buffer stage incorporated a low Q, tunable, anode load,

but it was found that this stage tended to lead the oscilla¬

tor ana to cause undesirea effects in the detection system,

which could not be completely understood, but which disappeared

with the insertion of the resistive load.

The tank circuit consists of a high g (<-• 200) coil
3 1

wound on a ceramic former for maximum stability and the

condenser arrangement shown in the diagram. Ci and Ca

are good quality ganged condensers which are tuned with

slow motion drives. A simple mathematical analysis shows

that it is possible, with this arrangement, to alter the

frequency of the oscillator to within 1 c/s of any desired

value.

The circuit was built into two very substantial brass

boxes for shielding and thermal stability*



>

Fig. Mo. 14.
ICO kc/s Oscillator
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frequency determining circuit is in one and the remainder

of the electronics in the other. In this way, the L.C.

circuit is protected from the effect of component heating

which occurs in the other box. Further thermal shielding

is afforded by lining the interior of the box with •jabolite*

(extended polystyrene),

III.II.2 1 ■ kc/s scillator

The circuit of Fig.14 is the 100 kc/s oscillator which

was built to monitor the cintel. The circuit is of the
31

Meacham Bridge type using a quartz crystal operating in

a thermostatically controlled oven. The short term

stability of this crystal as quoted by the manufacturers

(Salford Electrical Instruments Ltd.) is of the order of

5 parts in 10 or better. As the overall measuring accuracy

of the counter is that of the reference source + a small

correction, it was essential to get a very accurate check

on both the long term and short term stabilities of the

oscillator. The simplest way to do this was to feed a

signal of known frequency to the counter and find the

divergence of the count, thus giving directly the error

in the 100 kc/s reference signal.

Since no suitable standard existed in the lab, it

was decided to make use of the B.B.C, 2XJ kc/s Droitwich
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signal which is known to have a frequency stability of
8

the order of 1 part in 10 , The simple receiver shown

in Fig.15.a was built to feed the counter, but it was

found that the A.F. modulation of the carrier made it

impossible to take an accurate set of readings. Since

at no time during the day is the carrier wave transmitted

without modulation for a reasonable time, it proved nece¬

ssary to add the Schmitt trigger circuit (Fig.15.b) onto

the receiver. This gives a roughly square shaped wave

of amplitude independent of the percentage modulation,

unless this modulation approaches 100%,

A check on the readings taken over a period of

several weeks showed that althoughlthe short term stability

was at least 2 parts in 10 , there was a day to day drift

of the oscillator frequency of the same order of magnitude

and that this drift followed no regular pattern as regards

rise and fall.

Because of the uncertainty of the long term stability

of the above oscillator, it was decided to buy a commer¬

cially built loo kc/s oscillator, (Bradley and Co.Ltd. -

Type UE.6) which is specified to have atlong term stability
7

of the order of 1 in lo . A similar check to that

described above was undertaken and the results showed that

the stability is probably slightly better than specified.
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Tt was observed that when a set of frequency readings,

taken at equal time intervals with the original oscillator

as monitor, were plotted against the time, the resultant

curve in every case was approximately sinusoidal. The

peaks and troughs of these curves were then found to

coincide with the 'on-off* periods of the heater controlling

the temperature of the oven in the crystal holder. This

recurring, regular, periodicity would seem to indicate the

strong resonant frequency/temperature dependence of the
32

quartz crystal • Further, if more stringent precautions

were taken to ensure greater temperature stability the

short term frequency stability of the oscillator would

probably be greatly improved.

HI.ii.3 5 Standard

The 5 Mc/s oscillator is a quartz crystal oscillator

by Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd. (Type 9 )/L^E/811).
The stability is assumed to be at least equal to that

g
specified, i.e. + A parts In 10 , as there is no equipment

available to make a conclusive check. Any breakdown,

however, would be observed as instabilities in the fre¬

quency counts of the R.F. oscillator. The power supply

required for this unit is described in section III,III.3.

As mentioned previously, it was intended to derive
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the 5 Mc/s standard from the 100 kc/s oscillator. This

would have involved a multivibrator chain and a series of

crystal filters. An attempt was made to build such a cir¬

cuit before it was known that a 5 Mc/s oscillator could be

bought. Only L.C, filters were used, however, and the

circuitry proved too complicated.

111.11.4 The Mixer

The mixer circuit (Fig.16) is straight forward,

employing a 6L73 pentagrid mixer valve, V^. The output
of the 5 Mc/s oscillator is fed to grid g3 through the
amplifying stages V^, Vg giving a gain of about 100. Low
Q tuned anodes are used to ensure that there is no tendency

to lead the oscillator. Amplifying valves V^, and the
low pass filter ensure that the difference frequency output

is free from high frequency components. The switched

attenuator in the output is to keep the output voltage

within the limits required for the counter (0.2 - 2 volts

r.m.s,).

111.11.5 perfpmpqp

Tests on the stability of the R.F. oscillator, using

the above system, showed that the frequency drifts at a

rate varying from 1 cycle/minute to 4 cycles/minute. Readings,
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however, taken every 10 seconds for extended periods showed

that the drifts are regular, i.e. consecutive readings show

the same tendency. For a period of time, therefore, long

enough to make the necessary measurements (an estimate of

15 seconds is very generous) the maximum error in frequency

count is less than 1 part in 5 x 10^.

Ill,III Resonance Detection System

Before giving a description of the electronic units

associated with the detection system, it is necessary to

indicate the principles underlying the method used in order

to show more clearly the purpose of each unit,

HI.HI.i Principle 9f ths Petition

When a variable R.F, signal is applied to an L.C,

resonant circuit, the voltage in the circuit, which can be

obtained from a coil loosely coupled to the inductance, has

the frequency dependent characteristics given by a simple

resonance curve (Fig,17.a). Resonance occurs at the value

of frequency vQ given by the relation

vo* c 4*^LC *

If the input frequency is frequency modulated the

output R.F. carrier from the pitk-up coil is amplitude

modulated at the sweep frequency, and if the amplitude of
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the sweep is very much smaller than the line width of the

resonance curve, the modulation amplitude is equal to the

derivative of the resonance curve. Fig.17.f shows the

modulus of the derivative, the two peaks corresponding to

the inversion points.

The resonant frequency vQ can, in theory, then be found
by phase sensitive detection using the derivative or by

linear detection using the modulus of the derivative, after

demodulation of the R.F. carrier. The practical difficul¬

ties of this method are in measuring the carrier frequency

after detecting resonance and designing an oscillator of

sufficient stability coupled with some means of sweeping

the frequency.

The same effect, however, is achieved by "sweeping

the resonance curve". Suppose as in Fig.17.b the resonant

frequency of the L.C. circuit can be caused to change either

magnetically or electrostatically to any one of the values

v0» vo', vo". For an input frequency v^, the amplitude
of the pick-up signal can be changed from ox to oy to oz

by changing the resonant frequency of the circuit. (Fig.17.c
shows the output amplitude in terms of the three conditions

of the system.) If now the resodant frequency is swept

periodically between these limits, the output R.F. carrier

from the pick-up coil will be amplitude modulated at the
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sweep frequency, and the same considerations for detection

as above will hold.

The mechanism for sweeping the resonance curve must

be inherent in the tank circuit, ana since there are only

two components, there are basically only two methods possible.

The most obvious, would appear to make use of some form of

vibrating reed condenser, but it was felt that mechanical

vibrations inside the cryostat might give rise to mechanical

resonances. The desired effect, however, can be obtained

by using a ferrite as the core of the inductance.

When a ferromagnetic material is subject to a polarising,

unidirectional, magnetic field, upon which is superimposed

an alternating magnetic field, the resultant permeability

is known as the incremental or reversible permeability and

is defined as
* AB/AH.

The value of is shown as a function of D.C. magnetic

field strength in Fig.17.d. This curve is known as a

"butterfly curve".

The assumption drawn from the butterfly curve was that

if a low frequency sinusoidal magnetic field H is applied

to such a core, the incremental permeability should vary

approximately sinusoidally between the limits given by the
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curve. As a first approximation, the inductance of a coil

with such a ferrite core can be taken as proportional to

the permeability, i.e. L = kp^, implying that the inductance
of the coil should also vary sinusoidally between some

upper and lower limits as shown in Fig.17.e.

In order to test the assumption, a rough experimental

set up was built using a circular ferrite core for the

inductance. The lew frequency sweep was taken straight

from a variac and the output from the pick-up coil displayed

on a C.R.O. This very rough check proved satisfactory, in

that as the R.F. carrier signal was swept through resonance,

the amplitude modulation on the pick-up signal disappeared.

This was necessarily only a qualitative result, but it was

decided to continue with this approach.

It must, however, be noted that the frequency of the

amplitude modulation is twice that of the low frequency

sweep. (Fig.17.e.)

III.III.2 Eiertrgnlc Unttt

Phase sensitive detection is employed for maximum

sensitivity. The detector signal is derived from the R.F.

carrier by the demddulator and narrow band amplifier, and

the detector reference is taken from the low frequency

oscillator.
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(a) LfflflUtoflMfiOSX (iaJitI-2a£iU9tor and Power MPHfi.gr

The oscillator is of the Wien bridge variable frequency
34

type operating at 16o c/s and is formed by the first three

stages of Fig.18. Automatic amplitude control is incor¬

porated in the circuit by using a thermistor, (Standard

Telephones and Cables - A/5513) with a negative coefficient

of resistance as the limiting element. Highly stable com¬

ponents are used in the frequency determining bridge net¬

work (R.C.) for maximum frequency stability. Two outputs

are taken from the oscillator, Q ~ 30 volts r.m.s to the

reference input of the phase sensitive detector and 0 to
s

the phase splitter valve V^.

The power amplifier is a normal push-pull amplifier

operating under class-A conditions, delivering approximately

5 watts to the load. Two beam tetrodes (V^, V^) are fed
from the phase splitter valve. The amplifier is matched

to the sweep coil, which has a resistance of approximately

4 ohms, by a 10:1 ratio audio transformer.

(b) uerpodvj^tpy ?nd Nrrgyy ffflpd A^PlUi^r I

The demodulator (Fig.19) is a simple diode detection

circuit using a germanium diode Vj. The narrow band
35

amplifier V4, V5 employs a tunable twin-T feedback network*
in preference to an L-C tuned circuit. The gain of this

amplifier is of the order of 400 with a bandwidth of
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approximately 10 c/s. The output of this circuit (~ 50

volts at the inversion peaks) is fed to the |hase sensitive

detector through the phase shifting valve V^.

(c) rhase Sensitive fr.St? ^tester I

Because of the frequency discrepancy noted in section

III.III.1 of this chapter, a conventional P.S, detector

could not be used. A similar situation arises, however,

in measurements of second sound in liquid helium, i.e.

when A.C. heating is applied to a wire in the helium, heat

pulses in the liquid are produced at a frequency equal to

twice the frequency of the A.C. heating current. The

circuit shown in Fig.20 is one developed for use in second

sound experiments, which has been adapted for the present

work.

Signal and reference are mixed by the cathode follower

valves , Vg, and the resultant signal fed to the double
diode bridge network V^. Correct phasing of the two
signals causes a voltage across the grids of the difference

amplifier V.,

III.Ill,3 P?wsr

Three electronically stabilised power supplies were

built, two at 300 volts and the other at 120 volts. The

circuits of the two 300 volt supplies are similar, the
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only difference being that in the second unit built, a

12E1 valve is used as the series tube instead of the bank

of EL84's as shown in Fig.21. In both cases, the ripple

content of the output is less than 5 millivolts peak to

peak on load (~ 100 m.a.), The supply circuit for the

5 Mc/s oscillator (Fig,22) was built to confirm with the

following required specificationst- 120 volts + 0.6 volts

at 35 m.amps, The 50 c/s ripple from this supply is less

than 1 m.volt peak to peak.

Two commercially built supplies (Solartron Electronics
■w»

Ltd) are also used and the total power drain from all of

the supplies is of the order of 140 watts,

III,III.4 Construction and Mounting of the Electronics

Each electronic unit is constructed on a separate panel

and mounted vertically onto the 'Handy-Angle' framework

(photo - Fig.23), so that the component wiring is facing

forward. Each panel is actually a flat box with a shielding

lid, held in position by self-tapping screws. This con¬

struction is extremely efficient, in that faults can be

corrected with the unit in position and the shielding lid

removed, whilst the complete units are readily demounted

when necessary to make major circuit modifications.

The power supplies are constructed in a similar manner,
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but because of space limitation, these had to bo mounted

on a separate framework which is relatively inaccessible.

Cnce constructed and mounted, however, the power supplies

require little attention, and servicing poses few problems.

HI.HI.5 Fyrrite

Tests were made with various grades of ferrite to

establish which would best satisfy the following require¬

ments

1. Reasonable circuit v* (~ 10) at the operating
frequency.

2. No significant reduction in Q value when cooled
to the working temperature (~ 1GG°K).

3. Maximum amplitude modulation of the R.F, carrier
for a given power input to the sweep coil.

The most suitable ferrite is a •Gecalloy* product of

Salford Electrical Instruments Ltd (Code No.CV54) giving

a Q of slightly greater than 15.

The initial tests were carried out with circular cores,

but these proved unsatisfactory in use. The most serious

defect was the fundamental frequency coupling between the

L.F. sweep coil and the pick-up coil. This pick-up resulted

in a signal from the output of the N.B. amplifier at the

frequency of the second harmonic. As this is the frequency

of the modulation on the R.F. carrier, it caused a
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non-reproducible zero error in the meter reading of the

phase sensitive detector. In an attempt to eliminate this

effect, it was decided to use an *E-I* type.transformer core
36

in a manner similar to that used in the balanced saturable* •

><x,cVor. windings of the tank circuit inductance L, were equally
A

divided on the cuter limbs of the core and the sweep coil

wound on the central limb. This gave a marked reduction

in pick-up signal, but not sufficient to make this construc¬

tion diractly applicable.

The present construction makes use of the *E-I' core,

to supply the modulation, but the inductance is wound in two

parts. Part is wound as above on the ferrite core and the

remainder onto a perspex former. The pick-up coil is also

wound on this former, and is thus isolated from the closed

magnetic circuit of the ferrite. This gives a diminished

R.F. 6ignal, and also a reduced percentage modulation, but

the output is free from L.F. pick-up. The photograph of

Fig.27.a shows the inductance L as it is positioned on the

top deck.

The sweep coil consists of 136 turns of 32 s.w.g. copper

wire. When testing, several different sweep coils were

used to find the optimum number of turns for matching to

the power amplifier. This interchange of coils was
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simplified by winding on square formers to fit the central

limb of the core.



Fig. No. 23.
General View of Apparatus.

(Electronics rack and counting system
on the right, and temperature measure¬
ment system on the left.)
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xv.i Mm liaBflxafauat A&&1&

Room temperature tests with the detection system of

the previous chapter showed that the P.S. detector was

inadequate both in sensitivity and balance stability. To

remedy this failing, it was decided to build a conventional

P.S. detector, and to derive the correct reference frequency

from the L.F, oscillator through a frequency doubling cir¬

cuit.

IV.I.1 The P.S. Detector II

37
The detector used is of the Schuster type , This

circuit was chosen for its high balance stability and

detector gain. The reference is fed to the cathode

follower stage (Fig.24) which is transformer coupled

in push-pull to the control grids of the gating valve

of the cascods mixer. With no signal input, the output

can be balanced with the 50 k pot.

The D.C. output, taken from the cathode follower V4
is indicated on a 250-0-250 micro-ammeter, which is



Fig0 No. 24.
P,S« Jetector II,
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protected against overloading by a series of switched

resistors. For there to be no appreciable time lag be¬

tween a change of frequency of the R.F. carrier and the

subsequent change in meter reading, the output time con¬

stant R.C. is limited to a maximum of about 1 second. This

is especially important in this set up, as the carrier fre¬

quency is swept manually.

iv.1.2 ypubjer

The frequency doubler (Fig.25) comprises three valves.

The first is an amplifier operating under class-C condi¬

tions with the anode load tuned to the second harmonic of

38
the input signal • The following two stages Vg and
are tuned narrow band amplifiers preset with twin-T networks

to the same frequency. The output (35 volts r.m.s.) is

fed to the P.S. detector as reference. No provision is

made for tuning this unit, so that it is necessary to "tune
the signal" from the L.F. oscillator for maximum efficiency.

iv.i.3 and n!>p« amplifier Si

The resultant increase in sensitivity achieved with

the above modification showed up defects in the original

N.B, amplifier (section III.III.2). Because of the very

high magnification factor of the twin-T amplifying stage

(V3, V4), it effectively filtered out of the noise in the



Fig. No, 25.
Frequency Doubler.
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system a signal at the detector frequency. This coherent

signal gave rise to a non-reproducible zero reading of the

detector meter and made accurate detection impossible.

Several combinations of demodulators and N.B, amplifiers

were attempted to find the most suitable and although the

circuit finally used (Fig.26) is extremely simple and

straightforward, it was found to give the best results.

The demodulator Vg is a pentode biased to cut off for
maximum gain. The main amplifying stage is a normal

tuned anode load amplifier feeding into a cathode follower

V4 to eliminate oscillations in the amplifier. Two valves
are employed in the phase shifter (V^) to give a phase
change of almost 180°.

IV.II Sensitivity

It has already been shown (section II,II.2) that the

overall sensitivity of the apparatus is governed by the

sensitivity of the resonant frequency detection. The

following theoretical estimate, shows that the sensitivity
mmTf

required (i.e. detection of a dilatation of 0.5 x 10 )

should be readily achieved with the present apparatus.

The voltage developed across the pick-up coil is of

the form shown in Fig.17.a. For high Q, this curve is

roughly given by
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r2L\# - L a
kVr " 1 + 4aa

where
a = Q#v_z_v0

vo

If now, the sweep width is very small compared with

the width of the resonance curve, the amplitude modulation

of the R.F. carrier as given by Fig.17.f is equal to the

modulus of the derivative of the resonance curve.

i.e* jdlY/Vj,) { « [l + 4as]"~/a
o

for small a (i.e. in the vicinity of v )

|<l(v/Yr? | •« + (6)

07
From Schuster the current in the anode loads of

the gating valves Vg, (Fig.24) for a signal e0 is approxi¬
mately

1 " Vg

gm is the mutual conductance of the signal input valve
so that the voltage Va developed across the anodes is

Va * Rr g^e.a L*m g

" BL«m ^9
The signal input e to the detector is equal to the

J

gain 3 of the narrow band amplifier times the amplitude
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modulation of the R.F. carrier ei

9

but from equation 6

&&i s Vt. 4- (4(v/vr)) » v— ^4dv Vr dv dv ' vr V

• ^Va c R 3 4V^dv L % vo» (7)

The minimum value of Va is that voltage which will

cause a detectable current wiQW to flow through the output
micro-ammeter. Taking the resistance of the meter as Rq

gives

Substitution of the relevant values reveals that,

under ideal working conditions, the minimum detectable

signal is equivalent to a frequency change of < 1 eycle/
second near the resonance value of frequency.

The final equation, shows the importance of having a

Q value as large as possible. The sensitivity derived

above can be increased by a factor of ten by considering

Va(min) "

or
r3 vo8if? Rv

4 rL 9m 3 Vr
(8)
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a finite sweep width, which gives a larger value of modula¬

tion amplitude at any point on the derivative curve. The

resultant distortion of the derivative curve is unimportant

in this case, as only a value of resonance frequency is

required.

An estimate of sensitivity based on the actual value

of the output voltage of the N.B. amplifier shows that the

sensitivity required, i.e. +5 c/s off resonance (section

II.II.3) can be achieved if this voltage is equal to 2o

volts r.m.s. at the inversion peaks.

iv.hi "seWm-u-j" oropedvtr?

The setting-up procedure proved to be the limiting

factor in determining the accuracy of the resonance detec¬

tion for although the system is sufficiently sensitive to

detect small frequency changes few cycles), it was

found that two consecutive readings of the resonance fre-

quency could differ by as much as 2-3 x 10 c/s. The

trouble lies in the fact that the signal from the N.B.

amplifier suffers a gradual phase change of 180 between

the inversion peaks, i.e. if the system is not properly

aligned, a zero reading can be obtained on the detector

meter even when there is a signal present, if this signal

is 90 out of phase with the reference voltage.
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Influenced by this anomaly, it was decided that the

best approach to the problem would be to detect resonance

by the phase shift rather than by trying to find the correct

zero signal. The principle being that if the signal and

reference to the P.S, detector are exactly in phase at the

inversion peaks, then at resonance, because of the 90° phase

change, there will be no deflection of the meter reading.

Several methods, such as using pulsed wave forms,

were tried to ensure the correct phase relationship and the

best (most reproducible) results were obtained with the

following procedure, which involves the use of a high fre¬

quency signal generator and an auxiliary two stage amplifier

(Fig.12).

A low frequency signal, derived from the amplitude

modulation on the R.F. carrier from the signal generator,

is fed from the N.B. amplifier to the auxiliary amplifier.

This signal is fed directly to the signal input of the P.S.

detector and also through the amplifier to the reference

input of the detector. As the two stages of the amplifier

introduce a 180° phase shift between the "signal" and

"signal as reference", they bear the correct phase relation¬

ship for optimum deflection of the meter. An inversion

peak is found by tuning the signal generator to give maximum

deflection of the meter. The reference input is then
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switched to the correct reference signal from the frequency

doubler, and the signal phase altered to give once again a

maximum deflection of the detectcr meter. At this point,

it is known that the signal and reference are exactly in

phase at the inversion peak. The complete switching

sequence is given in section IV.V.l

IV. IV V..C, MflgnetfSrlt.ipa

While still carrying out room temperature tests on the

detection system, it was noticed that the resonant frequency

of the tank circuit tended to drift at rates ranging from

6 cycles/minute to about ICQ cycles/minute. A probable

cause of this effect was thought to be a varying O.C,

magnetisation of the ferrite core. This would alter the

permeability of the core and hence cause a slow variation

of the tank circuit inductance L, A check showed that

there was a D.C. magnetisation of the core.

The first step taken to eliminate this effect was

to remove the penning gauge head from the top plate, as it

was found that the stray magnetic field from the gauge

magnet was relatively strong in the vicinity of the ferrite

core. This was not completely successful, but reduced

the drift to the lower level quoted above. Further

investigation indicated that the drift rate was highest
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immediately after switching on the L.f. oscillator. This

was again thought to be a D.C. magnetisation effect caused

by surges in the sweep coil on switching on tne L.F. oscilla¬

tor. The fact that the drift rate diminished over a period

of time (~ 4-6 hours) to about 5 cycles/minute, suggested

that if the oscillator be allowed to run continuously this

drift should disappear or become negligible and further

that when the core is cooled to about 100 K there might be

a "freezing-inw.of the D.C. magnetisation completely elimina¬

ting the drift.

iv,v bow Ifimcatflluxa Eaxlaimm
e

iv.v.i description of a Typical Run

Before starting a run, the ailatometer is precooled

with liquid air to about 100 K and is then allowed to heat

up slowly again to room temperature. This operation is

usually performed during the 24 hours pricr to starting a

run, and was found necessary to obtain any degree of repro¬

ducibility in the results. Because of the temperature

variation of liquid air, it is necessary to use nitrogen(or

oxygen) as the coolant liquid during the actual recording

part of the run. This involves siphoning off the liquid

air, which is used only in the interest of economy.

Before taking readings, the electronic units are
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switched on for 4-6 hours, (all the oscillators run con¬

tinuously) and the alignment is carried out after this

initial heating up period. The reference signal from

the frequency doubler is displayed on an oscilloscope (C.R.O,)
and the L.F, oscillator is tuned to the resonant frequency

of the twin-T networks, giving an output voltage of the

order of 100 volts peak to peak. In the same way, the

N.B. amplifier Is tuned to give an output signal of about

20 volts r.m.s, with the carrier from the R.F. oscillator

tuned to one of the inversion peaks. The remaining pre¬

liminary setting consists in switching the carrier input

to the H.F. signal generator. The resultant signal from

the N.B. amplifier is then fed to the auxiliary amplifier

(Fig.12) and the output of the signal generator varied so

that the output of the amplifier is about 100 volts at the

inversion peaks and the input about 4 volts at the same

point. These initial settings need not be altered during

the period of a run.

The first frequency reading is usually taken with the

dilatometer close to room temperature. Normally, a period

of about half an hour to an hour is required, after

switching on the dilatometer heater, for the temperature

to become completely stable. The frequency readings are

then taken in the following way.



1. The R.F. oscillator is tunsd as close to resonance

as possible by display on a C.R.G, and the output of the

mixer is set to within the limits 0,2-2 volts r.m.s,

2. The H,F, signal generator is tuned to one of the

inversion peaks Ly obtaning a maximum deflection of the

detector meter with the reference derived from the auxiliary

amplifier and the signal straight from the N.B, amplifier

(section IV,III).

3. With the same signal, but with the reference taken

from the frequency doubler, the detector meter is again to

a maximum deflection with the phase shifters of the N.B.

amplifier,

4. With no signal, the detector is set to zero deflec¬

tion with the reference from the frequency doubler,

5. With the same reference, but with the signal now

derived from the carrier of the R.F, oscillator, the meter

reading is set to zero by tuning the R.F. oscillator.

6. This is now "resonance", and the frequency is read

on the Cintel.

7. The whole procddure is repeated several times

(from (2)) to verify the frequency reading obtained.

The time required to carry out this series of steps

from (2) to (6) is about 1 minute, and the time elapsing

between detection of resonance and measuring the frequency
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((§*>) - (6)) is only the time required to press the "counting

switch" on the Cintel, i.e. a few seconds.

The resonant frequency drifts until temperature equili¬

brium is reached, and then frequency readings, obtained as

above, are taken every 10 minutes until two successive

readings are the same to within the required limits.

Equilibrium state readings are taken with 30 intervals,

and then repeated in a second run at the intermediate tem¬

peratures, giving a check on both sets of readings and

giving a set of readings at 15 intervals.

IV.V.2 Results of Runs

(a) Crvostat and Temperature Measurement System

The initial runs were used to get an indication of

the efficiency of the cryostat and the temperature measure¬

ment system and to calibrate the heater on the dilatometer

can. The performance of the temperature measurement system

has already been discussed (section II.IV,6), So far,

only nitrogen has been used as the cooland liquid and the

heat losses bear a satisfactory agreement with those

estimated (they are in fact 2U% less).
These checks therefore showed that the cryogenic

section of the apparatus operates as specified and that

no modifications were required.
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(fc) ^UyU-'-n system

The expected frequency change of the resonant tank

circuit, with a copper specimen, is of the order cf 50 c/s

per degree at room temperature, and because of areal changes

of the plates, this should be a positive change (i.e. fre¬

quency increasing as temperature decreases). The first

two runs gave an increasing frequency change down to T ~

200°K and then an increasing changej the magnitude of the

change being a factor of 6 greater than expected in the

higher temperature regions.

This "dip" in the curve was removed by increasing the

clearance between the distance piece of the specimen holder

(E) and the barrel of the dilatometer (Fig,2), This dis¬

crepancy was presumably caused by the fact that the three

retaining springs (8') were not sufficiently strong to

hold the specimen holcier in position against the shoulder

of the barrel, when a gap occurred due to thermal gradients

in the cooling process.

The following two runs gave exactly similar curves,

but instead of a positive frequency change, the results

showed a negative change of ~ 2 x io c/s per degree at

room temperature. Because of the constancy of these two

sets of results, it was decided to replace the copper

specimen with a diamond specimen to see if the frequency



change was caused by a separation of the condenser plates

or by some spurious effect in another pert of the cryostat,

which was masking the change looked for.

From the results obtained with the diamond, it was

possible to estimate the expansion coefficient of copper

by assuming a negligible expansion coefficient for the

diamond. Thus, the frequency change obtained with the

diamond specimen would be equivalent to that caused by the

length change of an equivalent length of copper. As a

rough check, it was assumed that the results obtained from

the copper run were a zero effect and that direct subtrac¬

tion of the two curves would give the expansion coefficient

of copper. This was found to be correct, i.e. the result

calculated for copper gave the correct order of magnitude.

This was taken to imply that the large frequency changes

found from the copper run were, in fact, caused by an

increase in gap of the dilatometer condenser.

The cause of this, when found, appeared particularly

obvious and was removed, as shown in the photo of Fig,3,a,

by soldering a flat spiral of wire between the top plate

of the dilatcmeter condenser and the connection to the

inductance, through the copper glass seal (Fig.7.b).

Initially, this connection was made directly with a straight

piece of wire and when the dilatometer was cooled, the
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differential contraction between the glass cf the seal and

the copper wire resulted in the top plate cf the condenser

being raised relative tc the membrane against the force of

the three small retaining springs, B, (Fig.2),
This small change had the desired effect, (i.e. elimina¬

tion of the large frequency changes) but also resulted in

a major modification in specimen shape, because of the

inadequacy of the phosphor bronze membrane. It was found

that the large frequency changes were masking a much smaller

effect probably caused by buckling of the membrane. This

was inferred from the fact that succeeding runs gave a

positive frequency change of the correct order of magnitude

but that there was a large degree of scatter in the plotted

points, and that these were not reproducible.

A mushroom shaped bottom plate for the condenser was

made and positioned in the specimen holder as shown in Fig.

27,b. It was found, however, that although the results

of each separate run, with the mushroom specimen holder,

gave a smooth curve, the slope of each of these curves,

although of the correct order of magnitude, varied from

run to run end could have been caused only by a change in

characteristics of the ferrite core.

It seems, therefore, that although the use of ferrite

cores is in principle very sound, their application to



Fig, No. 27.
Modifications.
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problems of this nature is rather hazardous.

Lack of time made further low temperature investigation

impossible, but a room temperature trial with a vibrating

reed condenser indicated that this approach could probably

be pursued quite profitably once minor difficulties are

cvercome.

An immediate advantage cf not using a ferrite is the

increase in Q value which can be obtained with an air cored

inductance. As seen from equation 8, this would give a

marked increase in sensitivity of the detection system.

IV.VI Conclusions and recommendations

Although the apparatus has not been sufficiently deve¬

loped to obtain final results, the work described in this

thesis indicates that the principle is basically sound.

The performance of the cryogenic section of the apparatus

is as originally required but it is felt that the dilato-

meter could be profitably reduced in weight, thereby sub¬

stantially diminishing the cooling times.

The electronics section, especially the detection

system, proved much more troublesome than anticipated, both

in design and construction. The sensitivity of detection,

however, achieved with the ferrite cores is at least as

great as that required, but as pointed cut in section

IV,V.2, the system is not really practicable. Use of a
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vibrating reed condenser should overcome the defects of

the ferrite cores, but unfortunately will also result in

a less of sensitivity by 5 factor C/(C + C ) -where C is

the capacity of the dilatcmeter condenser and Cv is the
mean capacity of the vibrating reed condenser.

The overall sensitivity of the present system could

be increased by using a higher frequency for the carrier

wave. This, however, would raise the difficulty of fre¬

quency measurement which must be as accurate as the sensiti¬

vity of detection. Another important point noted in

section 11,11,3 is that the sensitivity of detection in

practice is less than the ideal calculated value by

C/(C + C ), where C. is the stray earth capacity in the

dilatcmeter tank circuit. If C„ « C, this effect ise

negligible, but it might be completely eliminated by
12

employing a three terminal capacitor as used by White in

his experiments on thermal expansion.

When certain crystal diodes are subject to a D.C.

bias in the negative direction, they exhibit a capacitance

effect across the terminals which is dependent on the

magnitude of the applied voltage. These are called back

bias diodes, and give a capacity of a few pico farads with

a potential of the order of 5-10 volts. This effect could

probably be utilised in one of the following ways.
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(1) automatic ^reouercv Control

The output of the phase sensitive detector is either

a positive or negative D.C. voltage, depending on whether

the R.F. oscillator frequency is greater or smaller than

that required for resonance. It would be possible to lock

the frequency of the oscillator to the resonant frequency

of the dilatometer L.C. circuit if it were possible to feed

the output of the detector to some control element in the

oscillator tank circuit, A crystal diode, suitably biased,

in parallel with the capacitive element of the oscillator

tank circuit would fill this requirement in that, should

the oscillator frequency, initially tuned to resonance,

drift slightly, the resultant D.C, output of the P.S. detec¬

tor fed back to the diode would bring the frequency back

to the initial value.

The degree of frequency control would be dependent on

the "Q" of the dilatcmeter L.C, circuit. The low Q

obtained with the ferrite cored inductance could be vastly

improved with an air cor.ed inductance using a vibrating

reed condenser to supply the sweep for amplitude modulation

of the carrier signal.

(2) fr?wnpy SYiWr

As stated in section III.III.1, an amplitude modulated

pick-up signal could be obtained, if the input from the
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R.F. oscillator is suitably frequency modulated and re¬

sonance detected as before. This effect could be obtained

by placing the diode as above in parallel with the capaci-

tiva element of the oscillator tank circuit and applying

a L.F, sweep voltage. The main difficulty envisaged with

this scheme would be in measuring the resonant frequency.

To do this, it would be necessary to "switch off" the sweep

voltage and to ensure, in some way, that the D.C. back bias

is exactly the same after switching off as it was while

detecting the resonant frequency of the dilatometer L.C.

circuit.

The very great advantage of this method is that the

characteristics of the dilatomeiwr L.C. circuit would

remain substantially unaltered from one run to the next.

(3) entity iq 0jLJ,irt9fflfeter tank Pi-ycULt

The difficulty of the frequency sweep method could

be overcome oy using the aiode as the "modulating element"

in the dilatometer tank circuit instead of either a vibrating

reed condenser or a ferrite cored inductance. This method

is probably the least likely to apply, because two major

snags immediately arise. The first is in not only main¬

taining a constant negative bias for the period of a run

and so obtaining a constant value of capacity, but also

in ensuring the same value in consecutive runs. Assuming
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this could be overcome using a potentiometer or similar

control, there is no reason to expect that the diode will

retain its properties and characteristics after repeated

coolings to .low temperatures. Only an extensive trial

would indicate if the application of diodes is a feasable

proposition.

The cooling curves of Fig.9.a show that the fastest

cooling rates can be obtained by allowing a few m.m. of

helium gas into the outer can? the objection to this

method of cooling being the conduction losses from the

liquid air can, A simple modification in cryostat design

could have made this method practicable. By making the

radiation shield vacuum tight (small leaks would not matter)
it would be possible as shown in Fig,27.c to isolate the

volume inside the radiation shield and allow in helium

exchange gas for the cooling process to liquid air tempera¬

tures, while keeping the outer can pumped. The upper

heat switch could then be dispensed with and the system

made much more efficient.
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